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In 2021 - Dropping all constructs and people out. Just remembering Self, 1
human with no ties to anyone or anything, but because of that everything.
However, as a human, seeing both devil and saint in people. How small money
changes everything. However, you don't know what money is, when you
haven't see it. The problems of money are different at different tiers. We only
receive information based on the power circuit of our choice. We only know as
much as our network. So today, what one knows, everyone knows. People
have a choice to make at this point - How they want to live their life. Looking at
deserted towns in California and Nevada. It's the choices we made, that gives
us the privilege to see the world as it is. However, sometimes, good things
happen. They grow, if we share them. But if we keep everything to ourselves,
then we don't see the whole picture. Currently, there is military all over
America, Martial Law, working close with law enforcements to keep peace.
While the world comes out of healing from the virus. However, many people
take this point as an advantage - In competition, if a person passes away, the
business opportunity in the future will be much bigger. The people that are
looking for business today, never ran a business before. But we also have
count the fact, that the virus has created lots of separation in people. We could
have huge dreams, but without resources - People that actually do the work,
we can use social media to keep us entertained every day. Once the virus
vaccination priorities are lowered, then we will be able to move freely and find
love again. We just have to make through this time - Stay positive and live life,
day by day, and fully enjoy it. Make sure to do all your most important things
first - IF you have any time remaining, we can give you some real tasks. For



example, how to talk to a human being in a coffee shop, like Starbucks. Easy
test, can I walk to a coffee shop alone in America? Would I feel safe to have
that privilege.

Chapter: Black Lives Matter Leading crypto, NFT,
metaverse and WEB3 product development

This year, as leader in startup school, incubator software in agile development and lean startup,
we helped celebrity brands like Snoop Dogg and Paris Hilton achieve great success, in
pioneering "pixel" design, later Google introduce "Pixel Watch", as we delivered a front-end
JavaScript toolkit for WEB3 components. Only to find Silicon Valley HBO investors falling
asleep, to now India taking the lead in Software Development for cryptocurrency in 2022,
building all financial software. Meanwhile, the venture capital that didn't make it to ETF rounds
of government bonds, because of "dark history" now competing with founders of technologies,
only to distract them - However, none of these venture capital have been able to attract any real
talent, hence the resources have completely moved offshore. The price tags of startups going to
IPO, Clubhouse at $4 billion, the price is so high, that none of the funds in software can
guarantee any returns for the next 10 years. Many venture capital companies now moving or
shutting down - For not making the returns in cash, although bitcoin and cryptocurrency funds
are showing mega returns.

Chapter: Just Launched: Shop Ventures! A new Venture
Capital Firm, focusing on Mount Shasta, Silicon Valley



and Los Angeles Entrepreneurs!

Venture Capital - What does it mean? Venture means business, capital means resource, could be
money, or humans. At Shop Ventures, we invest in people. We invest in people that know how to
utilize money well. Am I paying too much for the life coach and he told me to just sit on twitter?
We are here to eliminate all the venture capital firms, that are not good people. Does my wife
loves me? Who loves me more, the dog or the wife? Fuckin virus, I am tired of thinking like this
-However, after lockdown, I don't have any where to go any way, except on an airplane. I walk in
social media events and I like to look like a venture capital. Because then people come to me and
talk. But when people are trying to speak to me, in natural settings, I am very shy and angry. Still
reading - Haven't looked at anyone's profile - So I am not going to look at anyone, just yet. I am
going for a smoke. Meanwhile, I would like everyone to get a piece of paper and pen. Write your
2021 goals. I will be back. People that look at poor or rich? Their children will be doing
Instagram all day, in the future, licking each like. I feel sad for them. What the kids should be
learning; instead, now we have to re-program them. Think of the curve. The longer
re-programming is a multi lifetime achievement. What's the cost on the child, having a retarded
father? they are all hanging out on #instagram today. My kids vs your kids. They think of me as,
"you brown mother fuckers, go back to your country". Then we have the couch problem; a larger
couch, by the time their kids grow up. 1 kid out of 100 is working because they see their father
today, building it for their future. Currently 1 engineer is working, everyone else is looking at
him, so the kid already has his mind made up; you fucked me, I am going to fuck you. through
mother. Then we go back again, to husband, wife, kids, dog and zoom pattern. still haven't
looking at much except instagram today, waiting for Hillary Clinton, Barack Obama and Joe
biden to clean it up.

Chapter: Competition - #Family #friends #entrepreneurs
#celebrity - #nft #web3 #metaverse #bitcoin

Validation - Being the star that we are, we have competition. From past workers to investors to
family members - Thinking 24/7 about you, your work and your team - Marriages are breaking,
love is not the same. The society is watching and reset in their minds, the heroic abilities of us -
Taking notes and many books written about the psychology of these great people that in the
midst of everything, building the road to greatness and using discrimination to continue to get
ahead of the curve of mediocre nuts crunching every day - Is business. For security suggest
calling 911, if in California, talk to Gavin Newsom, and if in Pakistan, Musharraf, or meet on
weekends at Golden Gate park in San Francisco, for drum circle and get your head fixed or come



to Mount Shasta meet Rainbow Family or come to Oakland, Jack London Square and meet Black
Lives Matter - Please don't bother our entrepreneur - We are not interested in speaking with you -
Beyond payment.

Chapter: Multiverse from Facebook, Microsoft: Crypto,
NFT and ETF!

As front runners for crypto, NFT, ETF and now multiverse, from Facebook and Microsoft. Nike
is coming into the shoe multiverse and McDonald's and Burger King are launching their NFTs.
The market has gone mainstream both for NFTs and Multiverse. All this effort is tied with G20,
the world wants to connect and further expand, using technologies build in America, including
social networks, and Microsoft offering office suite for working people, where as Facebook is
connecting children to space. Behind the scene, everyone wants to capture the crypto dollars
transactions. In 6 months, everyone will be moving to a crypto multiverse application
framework, from front-end to back-end. Australia just launched their ETF with Commonwealth
Bank.

Chapter: Mizuchi - Water Spirit Chi Dragon - Masters of
the Body - NFT Investors - mRNA WEB3

The Japanese myth of Mizuchi - The arrival of the blue water dragon, to heal the body, inside
out, from the microcosms, introducing mRNA and WEB3 update to the 'signal'. The arrival of the
monkeys, to help humanity see better. A whole bunch of avatars, from the eternal, past, present
and future, with heroic magical properties, with wings, rising up, surrounding the leaders, the
masters, of Bruce Lee, to help cross the kalpa, Time.



Chapter: Black History Month - February #SuperBowl
#ValentinesDay #NBA #Allstar - #nft #web3 #metaverse
#javascript #api #java #microservices - #testdriven
#development

Lots of other continent people don't realize the power of this week.

Chapter: Numerology - Age Brackets 27, 54 and 81

Plato died at the age of 81, the same day he was born, as a palindrome to the Spirit, which is to
epitome to the Spirit, 5 elements, through tao master, the dragon. He defined 5 elements, 5th key
to the heavens. The mystic principles of Numerology and the divine triangle, ages 27 is youth,
through 54 is sage and through 81 is a saint. Tao Te Ching ends with 81 chapters, to the bride
and groom, a palindrome. However, a epitome today, with 2 points of palindrome in the past,
makes for 2 points in the future. Locking a mathematical equation of Time, and circular set of
events, bound by Math and Numerology.

Chapter: Pythagoras and Plato - Soul Math and 5
Elements

Although Socrates influenced Plato directly as related in the dialogues, the influence of
Pythagoras upon Plato, or in a broader sense, the Pythagoreans, such as Archytas also appears to
have been significant. Aristotle claimed that the philosophy of Plato closely followed the
teachings of the Pythagoreans, and Cicero repeats this claim: "They say Plato learned all things
Pythagorean." It is probable that both were influenced by Orphism, and both believed in
metempsychosis, transmigration of the soul. Pythagoras held that all things are number, and the
cosmos comes from numerical principles. He introduced the concept of form as distinct from
matter, and that the physical world is an imitation of an eternal mathematical world. These ideas



were very influential on Heraclitus, Parmenides and Plato. For Numenius it is just that Plato
wrote so many philosophical works, whereas Pythagoras' views were originally passed on only
orally. The platonic Republic might be related to the idea of "a tightly organized community of
like-minded thinkers", like the one established by Pythagoras in Croton. The idea that
mathematics and, generally speaking, abstract thinking is a secure basis for philosophical
thinking as well as "for substantial theses in science and morals". They shared a "mystical
approach to the soul and its place in the material world". Plato may have studied under the
mathematician Theodorus of Cyrene, and has a dialogue named for and whose central character
is the mathematician Theaetetus. While not a mathematician, Plato was considered an
accomplished teacher of mathematics. Eudoxus of Cnidus, the greatest mathematician in
Classical Greece, who contributed much of what is found in Euclid's Elements, was taught by
Archytas and Plato. Plato helped to distinguish between pure and applied mathematics by
widening the gap between "arithmetic", now called number theory and "logistic", now called
arithmetic. Assignment to the elements in Kepler's Mysterium Cosmographicum. In the dialogue
Timaeus Plato associated each of the four classical elements (earth, air, water, and fire) with a
regular solid (cube, octahedron, icosahedron, and tetrahedron respectively) due to their shape, the
so-called Platonic solids. The fifth regular solid, the dodecahedron, was supposed to be the
element which made up the heavens.

Chapter: Highly Recommend: #Brotopia: Breaking Up the
Boys' Club of Silicon Valley. cc @emilychangtv #startups
#socialmedia #startupschool #sxsw #sfnt

"Silicon Valley's aggressive, misogynistic, work-at-all costs culture has shut women out of the
greatest wealth creation in the history of the world. It's time to break up the boys' club. Emily
Chang shows us how to fix this toxic culture--to bring down Brotopia, once and for all. Instant
National Bestseller."

Chapter: Copyright Infringement - #nft #web3 #metaverse
#startup #law #venturecapital #blacklivesmatter
#rainbowfamily - Brand attacks



Most of the star tabloids in the grocery store are full of law suites and so is every meeting with
venture capital.

Chapter: Nihon Shoki - The female Japanese Water Spirit

"Up to that time" - according to 800BC Japanese sacred texts or "the other document", after
many generations lacking history.

Chapter: Plato Predictions - Math, Politics and Tyrants

"Until philosophers rule as kings or those who are now called kings and leading men genuinely
and adequately philosophize, that is, until political power and philosophy entirely coincide, while
the many natures who at present pursue either one exclusively are forcibly prevented from doing
so, cities will have no rest from evils,... nor, I think, will the human race." Socrates describes
these "philosopher kings" as "those who love the sight of truth" and supports the idea with the
analogy of a captain and his ship or a doctor and his medicine. According to him, sailing and
health are not things that everyone is qualified to practice by nature. A large part of the Republic
then addresses how the educational system should be set up to produce these philosopher kings.
Very similar to the venture capitals today - There are two sides, one that seeks the truth, the
other, glory. However, true knowledge comes to those that have a purpose for it. Learning the
divine laws, vs local laws, that are always changing. However, Time doesn't wait for no one.
Hence the connection to the Spirit is the key to learning anything that is permanent. Every thing
else that we face every day, is temporary. However, relationships, with truth and love are eternal.
In addition, the ideal city is used as an image to illuminate the state of one's soul, or the will,
reason, and desires combined in the human body. Socrates is attempting to make an image of a
rightly ordered human, and then later goes on to describe the different kinds of humans that can
be observed, from tyrants to lovers of money in various kinds of cities. For example, San
Francisco, where many of the pioneering happens for space technology and brain interface with
zero point energy. The ideal human being epitome, and there is yoga and tao to support, the
advanced level of understanding, with fasting and meditation. As a visionary, tyranny is
mentioned, which is very common in venture capitalism today.



Chapter: Water Dragons - New Tao (Today) - Masters
and Saints

With extreme yoga practices, working with Hillary Clinton, mom and brothers, Snoop Dogg and
Diddy, with guidance from Barack Obama - We have been repeating the same thing over and
over again for a while. But because of too much meat eating, mixing with the vaccine, some how,
the brain mRNA is still not where it needs to be. The Elon Musk formula, action and reaction
when applied, with the advanced tao practices - Where the body turns into water within, first
time experienced. Because the Chinese master, with 30 years of vegan and hydration, had Kidney
problems. To understand better, your triggers to NFT is a signal - For future WEB3 and WEB4
technologies. We are currently working on imaging algorithms for you to have a better
experience online, with profile images, advanced algorithms for your eyes and pixels.

Chapter: Entrepreneur DNA - Blocked #venturecapital vs
breakthrough #nft #web3 #metaverse #startups
#blacklivesmatter #rainbowfamily - culture facade - doing
it or not?

At Shop Ventures - We were told not to make gifs and Peter Thiel was removed from the board
of meta. We worked with other meta board members on this, including revfund from original
Facebook, applications group and early angel investors of both twitter and Facebook. The letting
go of Jack Dorsey and the venture capital that blocked us vs not. The benefits and sub when
edits, moving along - Whose neck gets chopped next.



Chapter: Revenue - Venture Capital & Startup Schools
Worldwide - #www #web2 #web3 Awards #nft
#metaverse - To our Accelerator / #software #marketplace

"But what about virtue, master Wang?, I asked the master. " Virtue?" he laughs. We now have
Puff Diddy, Snoop Dogg, dying to make their own NFT. web3, metaverse in own intellectual
property - OK from captain venture capital with snake and dragon privileges. So the business
models need to be long tail, as the master prescribed.

Chapter: Shop Ventures NFT - Team downsizing
February 10th - #nft #web3 #metaverse

We are going to be downsizing our team tomorrow. The kind of deal flow we are bringing in is
not matching the commitment required - The cup is too full, so we are going to make some room,
for next set of entrepreneur to run through the program - If you want to continue, go to
http://bookly.love and buy a coin!

Chapter: Digital Transformation - #blacklivesmatter
#rainbowfamily - #eminem & #puscifier - #social
#superbowl #celestial celebrations #allstar #nba
#blackhistorymonth #dreday

As shop ventures nft - Looking at the disruption caused by nft, web3 and metaverse - Meanwhile
silicon valley investors, with their mob style and loss of empathy and quickly moving into
sympathy - Dealing with sociopathic behavior, blocking people on social media, dealing with
ADHD and FOMO, delusional with PayPal mafia. Using all means for disruption taking China
investments to Australia but not India. However lots to Russia through bitcoin and now Ukraine



crises. The ship is going to get tighter in next 6 months. The cash vaporized. Then they play
naive on social media all day.

Chapter: Man'ysh - The Japanese Spirit 800 AD

"Collection of Ten Thousand Leaves", The Man'ysh contains 20 volumes and more than 4,500
waka poems, and is divided into three genres: "Zoka", songs at banquets and trips; "Somonka",
songs about love between men and women; and "Banka" songs to mourn the death of people.
These songs written by people of various statuses, such as the Emperor, aristocrats, junior
officials, Sakimori soldiers (Sakimori songs), street performers, peasants, and Togoku folk songs
(Eastern songs). There are more than 2,100 waka poems of unknown author. The signal, The
Man'ysh is widely regarded as being a particularly unique Japanese work, though its contained
poems and passages did not differ starkly from its contemporaneous (for Yakamochi's time)
scholarly standard of Chinese literature and poetics; many entries of the Man'ysh have a
continental tone, earlier poems having Confucian or Taoist themes and later poems reflecting on
Buddhist teachings.

Chapter: Plato - Caves, Forms, Reason vs Appetite
(Fasting)

Plato often discusses the father-son relationship and the question of whether a father's interest in
his sons has much to do with how well his sons turn out. Ancient sources describe him as a bright
though modest boy who excelled in his studies. Plato's quickness of mind and modesty as a boy,
and the "first fruits of his youth infused with hard work and love of study". His father contributed
all which was necessary to give to his son a good education, and, therefore, Plato must have been
instructed in grammar, music, and gymnastics by the most distinguished teachers of his time.
"Platonism" and its theory of Forms (or theory of Ideas) denies the reality of the material world,
considering it only an image or copy of the real world. The theory of Forms is first introduced in
the Phaedo dialogue (also known as On the Soul). According to this theory of Forms, there are at
least two worlds: the apparent world of concrete objects, grasped by the senses, which constantly
changes, and an unchanging and unseen world of Forms or abstract objects, grasped by pure
reason (), which ground what is apparent. It can also be said there are three worlds, with the



apparent world consisting of both the world of material objects and of mental images, with the
"third realm" consisting of the Forms. Thus, though there is the term "Platonic idealism", this
refers to Platonic Ideas or the Forms, and not to some platonic kind of idealism, an 18th-century
view which sees matter as unreal in favor of mind. For Plato, though grasped by the mind, only
the Forms are truly real. In Vedanta, Atma Buddha - The Soul and Mind Connection, where the
Buddhi, the high intellect contains forms. Opposite of Buddhi is appetite, where Soul holds the
balance, when to reason, and when to eat. Hence fasting is recommended, to get closer to the
buddhi, a high state of enlightenment. In the present moment. Meditating with Plato and receive,
through dream channels, doors to the heavens.

Chapter: Plato and Annunaki - Astrology, Space and
Bitcoin

The microcosm - soul as epitome, the highest, given the social events. is the macrocosm. so
below, so above. So it's your soul that is glowing, into a macrocosm, where nature, animals start
to respond to your frequency, especially astrology, since you have a great background. predicted
in the hindu vedanta, the birth of the female, understanding dualities, male, female, light and
dark. The 9 planets in every hindu temple, also in Palmistry and Numerology. So everything
should be aligned, including tarot cards and I Ching. I Ching being the financial, numerological
counterpart to Tao Te Ching, the scripture that goes with the money, as universal currency, like
ether, 5th element. Corresponding to the studies of Plato and Annunaki, where they came to
earth, as in the book, "The 12th Planet", in search of gold. Gold is a metaphor for Bitcoin,
however it's the knowledge behind, of microcosm and macrocosm, humans as eternals, where
now the movie "Eternals" is coming out. Being in the moment and receiving. Be and it is, turns
into manifestation. You get exactly what you need, as defined in Tao Te Ching, "the way"
arrives, after the sacred, pride and groom.

Chapter: Catching Thieves - Venture Capital Industry
Disruption - Cash Threatful #FICO & Black/White
#Money cc #SXSW #Stanford #NFT #WEB3 #mRNA
#metaverse #Bitcoin #Crypto #internet



As many venture capital, for the past 12 years, first made millions and billions, building startup.
At some point, got into intense fighting with each other - Spying, threatening, to the point the
whole world watches. Saturday Night Live, The Onion, all news on the internet. However, the
fighting is so intense, that entrepreneurs like us - That never took a dime from them, have to
question - How can we help the situation? Why is it that the problems within the venture capital
industry are so large, that their issues are magnifying on the internet - With NFT, crypto, bitcoin,
metaverse, WEB3 and mRNA industries, with the help of artists from Black Lives Matter, has
made it the largest economy - Unheard and not measurable to today's scale. So these venture
capital know that, however don't have any investments in technology companies, that are leading
these efforts - Instead, the venture capital, with no shame, harassing entrepreneurs and A players,
pioneering these efforts. Trying out all kinds of tactics, to stop the flow of evolution and
creativity, from the likes of Snoop Dogg, Shaq and Paris Hilton.

Chapter: Aspiring Entrepreneur: Journal Entry, Time
Efficiency, Proper Diet, Exercise #yoga #tao #startups
#nft #web3 #metaverse #facade #blacklivesmatter
#rainbowfamily #money #culture

Working over a decade with venture capital with no substitute for greatness - Shadiness vs truth -
Validated by experience on LinkedIn, google searchable name but still not enough for the
students - Written books on Amazon, the students have them memorized and achievement some
level of greatness but still not enough. The venture capital can't sleep, the work ethic contagious.
They claim, they created the circumstances for this. Buy a coin! Why not? Constructs, thought
patterns? Question your thought. Write a daily journal entry.

Chapter: Psychosis with Entrepreneurship and Venture
Capital Industry - Stanford, MIT, etc.



Recently, working with lots of big brands, for NFT, NBA, Saturday Night Live, NFL, The
Onion, Funny or Die and many other celebrities - Now investing big world wide, the deal size
imaginable. But, the reoccurring patterns are the LOSERS from top schools, Stanford, MIT, etc.
where they cannot handle the success of upcoming NFT investors, Snoop Dogg, Paris Hilton,
with the fuel for economy - Same pattern as the music industry, Tupac Shakur, Notorious BIG,
now translated to WEB3, metaverse, crypto, NFT and mRNA. The new design palette, coming
from inspirations and passion from Black Lives Matter, now worldwide, especially in India,
where all the engineering resources have completely moved out to - Giving these OLD style
venture capital a chance to do business. However, the new media, understands the
discriminations from the past, pushing them towards civil war. Not to take the evil bait, rather
continue focused, head down, on own creativity - Be free to express in music and other outlets.
But we wavy of your investors, especially LOSERS that 'pretend' to never reach your stature, that
die every day in their own misery, and suck energy like vampires on social media.

Chapter: Testing #mRNA from last year 2021-2022 don't
call me n****, #****** #blacklivesmatter Ice T &
#rainbowfamily @perryfarrell

It looks like German from Hitler rise from mRNA, Lollapalooza from 1991 don't call me niger,
whiteee on our platform vs theirs, that can't do web3, in a facade, curse.


